How to reproduce the pq-values in the study All files necessary to calculate the pq-values, including the data, are contained in the Supplementary software. The procedure for reproducing pq-values in the study follows.
1. Copy the folder expanded from the downloaded supplementary software into your working directory, and create an output directory named "result".
Install the following R packages:
LICORS, doSNOW, fGarch, foreach, ggplot2, GMD, gplots, mclust, reshape2 3. Start R and change to your working directory. An example of the use of the package to reproduce the results in the manuscript in R
Supplementary Note 2 | Information on the Supplementary Video
The video is a stream of fluorescent microscopy images whose sampling rate is 5 images per second. The format of the video is AVI, and the replay speed is 3 times faster than the acquisition speed.
Supplementary Figure 1 |Definition of the distance between generated clusters.
Two clusters were generated in n dimensions, where Center2 = N*SD1/sqrt(n) = (1,1…,1) + (N, N…N) / sqrt(n) (n-vector).
Supplementary 
False assignment rate
Supplementary Figure 3| Comparison of optimum number of clusters between pq-value and negative BIC for one-dimensional data. As simplest case, two standard normal distributions placed with various distances (horizontal axis) were analyzed. Cross-over of optimum number of clusters in the negative BIC from one to two was occurred at short distance than that in pq-value while value of CS is 0.9. This behavior is consistent with that in Figure 4 d-f and Supplementary Figure 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4. As values of CS in the pq-value are decreased, the distances between clusters corresponding crossover points decrease. First, the copy number of cRNA was estimated by UV absorption measurements of the amount of purified, synthesized cRNA. Second, bead RT-qPCR was performed for the calibrated cRNA to determine the RT efficiency depending on the copy number of the cRNA. Finally, bead RT-qPCR was performed for the calibrated mRNA (measured in pg) to determine the copy number of mRNA relative to the RT efficiency.
Supplementary Supplementary Figure 6| Signal-to-background (SB) ratio.
The average SB ratio was determined for housekeeping genes with more than 15 copies (the detection limit).
Supplementary The pq-value curves as a function of the number of clusters, as determined by selecting genes using a descending list of gene expression ratios of PMA(+) to PMA(-). Here, the parameters CS and SF for the pq-values were set to 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. housekeeping genes, 21 marker genes and 6 THP1-related genes (these 6 genes were not used for the analyses).
Supplementary Supplementary Table 4| RT probe sequences. The common sequence (Tag(A), 30 nt) used for the PCR amplification process is shown in red; the cell tag (7 nt, 100 sequences) that enables cell distinction is shown in blue; and the molecular tag (7 nt) that enables molecular distinction for the revision of PCR-bias is shown in green. Too short too short The acquired sequence of mRNA following poly-T is shorter than the set value in the configure file.
Target genes authentic_target The acquired sequence of mRNA was aligned uniquely on the target genes by BLAST.
Other genes authentic_secondary The acquired sequence was aligned on a part of all mRNA sequences (Ensembl v.79) by Bowtie 2.
Others authentic_mystery The acquired sequence was not categorized to any type of reads.
Supplementary Figure housekeeping genes in pooled mRNA samples.
Supplementary Table 11| Direct evaluation of RT efficiency from cRNA on VFACs. The model cRNA of φX174 was injected into the microchambers, and RT-qPCR quantification was performed using a previously described method. Supplementary Figure 15 | Overlap integrals for various dimensions and cluster sizes (CS). The overlap integrals were calculated as follows. First, data points were generated following a normal distribution at the origin in n dimensions. Second, for each generated point (xi), virtual data were generated following a normal distribution at xi. Finally, the Mahalanobis distances between the generated virtual data and the origin were calculated, and the probability of virtual data inside CS was taken as the overlap integral. MYO1E  FABP3  POU6F1  HOPX  CHAC1  MMP14  PTGS1  PDGFA  IFI16  ELL2  TMEM158  EMP1  IL1RN  CD109  CD53  CCL5  CCL4L2  GSN  ITGB2  SPP1 
